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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This paper presents part results of case study research which investigated the relationship between property rights, real estate markets and poverty alleviation in Namibia’s urban low income settlements. This paper addresses the study’s two central questions: first, the question of whether real estate markets in the urban informal settlements of Namibia could be used to alleviate poverty or, to put it differently, create wealth, and second, to investigate whether types of property rights matter for engendering pro-poor outcomes in real estate markets. The study finds that real estate is indeed a major asset held by the respondents but that there was limited secondary market activity. The study finds that, by affecting perceptions of security and investment in housing, property rights matter for capital accumulation. The study concludes that there was limited potential to derive benefits from real estate markets in aid of capital accumulation in Namibia unless interventions are made to bring about increased trading activity.

\textbf{Introduction and background}

In his path-breaking \textit{The Mystery of Capital}, Hernando de Soto (2000) uses the analogy of nuclear fission to emphasise the enormous latent value of real estate which could be unlocked to fight endemic poverty in developing countries, the trigger, according to him, being appropriate formal ownership regimes. The key argument in de Soto’s thesis is that informal property rights in Third World countries prevent the emergence of impersonal exchange systems he sees as necessary to unlock the immense ‘dead capital’ locked in real estate. He advocates the formalisation of property rights as a necessary condition for fighting poverty in these countries.

Hernando de Soto’s thesis is based on the fundamental assumption that the provision of individual property rights could bring about a ‘triple transformation’, where property is transformed into collateral, collateral into credit and credit into income (Payne, Durand-Lasserve, \& Rakodi, 2007). These ideas have provided compelling and persuasive intellectual support for the many land titling programmes going on around the world. As Payne et al. (2007) observe many international donors and national governments have over the last two decades extensively promoted land titling programmes as a means of increasing tenure security, improving access to formal credit and reducing poverty.

A major problem with the de Soto thesis and programmes based on similar ideas is that they, despite their ubiquity around the world, have had limited empirical support. This leads Payne et al. (2007) to comment that despite the intellectual and financial investments made to date on land titling programmes, there was a lack of independent evidence to support or challenge the application of land titling as the most appropriate policy option to achieve the important objectives of social and economic development and reducing urban poverty. A recently completed review found no evidence of serious efforts at \textit{ex post} assessments of titling programmes around the world, something that the authors describe as surprising and disturbing (Payne et al., 2007).

This paper takes as a point of departure the widely held view that formal property rights are a prerequisite for engendering pro-poor outcomes to interrogate the link between real estate markets and poverty. Namibia is used as a case study to answer a range of questions with broader international relevance. In common with many developing countries, the Namibian government has been promoting urban land reform of which the proposed flexible land tenure system (see below) is the central plank. According to the final draft of the Flexible Land Tenure Act, the objectives of the act are three fold (GRN, 2004). The first objective is to create alternative forms of land title that are simpler and cheaper to administer than existing forms of land title. The second objective is to provide security of title for persons who live in informal settlements or
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who are provided with low-income housing. The final objective is to empower the persons concerned economically by means of these rights.

A reading of these objectives suggests that the provision of property rights to inhabitants of informal settlements is seen as a means to the end of improving their economic welfare, a view that finds resonance in international development practice. The proposed system has been piloted in a couple of sites in the northern town of Oshakati, but the focus so far has been on technical feasibility, particularly of lowered survey standards. A number of fundamental questions remain unanswered, revolving around whether and how the flexible land tenure system, and by extension similar property-rights based approaches, can bring about poverty alleviation. Specifically, under what conditions will real estate markets bring about pro-poor outcomes? Is there a demonstrable link between property rights, real estate markets and poverty alleviation? If so what is the ‘transmission mechanism’? If not, why not?

This paper presents part results of case study research which investigated the relationship between property rights, real estate markets and poverty alleviation in Namibia’s low income settlements. This paper addresses the study’s two central questions: firstly, the question of whether real estate markets in the urban informal settlements of Namibia could be used to alleviate poverty or, to put it differently, create wealth, and the second problem which relates to the question of whether specific forms of property rights matter for engendering pro-poor outcomes in real estate markets, and if so, what form these are likely to take. Corresponding to these questions were two working hypotheses respectively. Firstly, it is hypothesised that real estate is a significant asset held by the urban poor in Namibia and that there is potential for capital accumulation by trading-up in real estate markets. Secondly, it is hypothesised that systems of property rights affects incentives for investment in real estate, thus ultimately determining whether real estate markets may be efficacious for capital accumulation. The paper therefore interrogates the empirical basis for the claimed benefits of titling programmes, and seeks to clarify conditions under which the proposed flexible land tenure system and similar innovations might work.

The paper is structured as follows. The following section describes the conceptual framework used for the study and summarises the empirical literature relevant to the study. The third section describes the methodological approach employed, followed by a presentation and discussion of results in the fourth section. Concluding comments follow thereafter in the penultimate section.

In this paper ‘poverty alleviation’ is used synonymously with ‘capital accumulation’ and ‘real estate’ with ‘land’.

Conceptual framework and literature review

The research uses the conceptual and analytical tools provided by the New Institutional Economics (NIE), particularly theories of property rights and transaction costs. This conceptual framework is more fully described in Mooya and Cloete (2007) and will only be summarized here. Property rights in this paper refer to rights that individuals have over real estate, generally divided into three categories (Eggertsson, 1990). First, there are user rights that determine what individuals can legitimately do on their property. Secondly, there is the right to earn an income from the real estate and to engage in contracts with others for this purpose. Thirdly, there is the right to alienate or sell ownership rights over the real estate to others. Transaction cost in this paper refer to costs associated with using real estate markets and is similarly divided into three categories (after Furubotn & Richter, 1998), namely search and information costs, bargaining and decision costs, and supervision and enforcement costs.

There is an intimate relationship between property rights and transaction costs. Barzel (1989) for instance defines transaction costs as the costs associated with the transfer, capture and protection of property rights. High transaction costs cause market failure. The conventional wisdom is that well-defined property rights lower transaction costs. Indeed, there is a widely held view that high transaction costs arising from defective formal property rights account for the underdevelopment of most developing countries, an argument which lies at the core of the de Soto thesis (Mooya & Cloete, 2007).

Mooya and Cloete (2007) develop a conceptual framework which links informal urban real estate markets and poverty alleviation. The conceptual framework brings together institutional arrangements, property rights and transaction costs as determinants of real estate market liquidity. Market liquidity is argued as being important in the realisation of the latent value of property, which in turn helps in the accumulation of capital for the poor. Mooya and Cloete (2007: 155) argue that urban real estate markets will need the following attributes if they are to be a tool for poverty alleviation:

- Well defined, secure and enforced property rights.
- Liquidity i.e. frequent numbers of impersonal transactions.
- Low levels of uncertainty with regard to individual transactions.
- Low levels of transaction specific investment.
- Facilitative regulatory framework/institutional arrangements.

Empirical work exploring the links between property rights, real estate and poverty alleviation has in the main focused on the impacts of land titling programmes (for detailed review of the literature see Durand-Lasserve & Selod, 2007; Payne et al., 2007). In general this literature has tended to focus on influence of property titles on three outcomes (identified by Besley, 1995), namely on land investment, on access to credit and on real estate market development. It is fair to say that available evidence permits the making of definite conclusions in a number of respects. Firstly, with regard to the effect of title on land investment, there is some consensus that there is a positive relationship. Thus it is generally agreed that title promotes land investment and increases land values (Alston, Libecap, & Mueller, 1999; Besley, 1995; Cantuarias & Delgado, 2004; Deininger & Chamorro, 2004; Durand-Lasserve & Selod, 2007; Feder & Feeny, 1991; Feder & Onchan, 1987; Field, 2003; Galiani & Schargrodsky, 2009; Kim, 2004; Lanjouw & Levy, 2002; Payne et al., 2007; Van Gelder, 2009). Less clear is whether having title increases perceptions of tenure security (see Razzaq, 1993 and Smith, 2003 for dissenting views). It would seem however that on balance that it indeed does, especially in cases where de facto rights are perceived to be weak (Van Gelder, 2009; Durand-Lasserve & Selod, 2007; Payne et al., 2007).

The evidence regarding the effect of land title on access to credit markets is a lot clearer, one might even say decisive, and generally not positive. Having legal title largely has no effect on credit markets (Gilbert, 2002; Home & Lim, 2004; Ward, de Souza, & Giusti, 2004; Varley, 2002, cited in Durand-Lasserve & Selod, 2007; Galiani & Schargrodsky, 2009; Payne et al., 2007). Finally, with regard to the effect of title on land market activity, the evidence shows that in certain contexts, formal property titles have had a positive effect on the volume of transactions (Lanjouw & Levy, 2002; cited in Durand-Lasserve & Selod, 2007) while in others this result has not been observed (Antwi & Adams, 2003; Fekade, 2000; Gilbert, 2002; Kim, 2004; Ward, 2003). This is clearly an important area for empirical research, one with the aim of clarifying
underlying socio-economic conditions under which having property title may lead to increased market activity.

Though significant progress has been made in recent years, particularly on research about the effects of property titles, significant gaps still exist in the literature (see Mooya & Cloete, 2007). This paper contributes to the literature in a number of respects. Firstly, it attempts to operationalise a conceptual framework linking real estate markets and poverty alleviation, marking a departure from the usually idiosyncratic case studies that have hitherto characterised much research in this area. Secondly the paper sheds light on some of the unknowns regarding the functioning of urban real estate markets in Africa and other developing countries (Antwi & Adams, 2003; Doebele, 1994; Gough & Yankson, 2000; Kironde, 2000; Payne 1997). In this regard this paper contributes to empirical knowledge about the numerical size of the informal sector, the volumes of transactions and the general pattern of costs and prices. Finally, this paper extends the literature on the effects of property rights and demonstrates an innovative methodological approach of how this should be done.

Methodology

Methodological approach

The results discussed in this paper come from a larger case study which used the Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework (after Ostrom, 2005, see Fig. 1) as a basis for the comparative analysis of the effects of three types of property rights regimes in settlements located on Windhoek’s periphery, namely, freehold rights, informal rights and group rights. These property rights are conceived as the key institutional variable differentially affecting their respective markets. Freehold property rights are therefore attempts to evaluate the effects of the three property rights regimes on real estate transactions. These rights systems can be conceived as occupying specific positions on a continuum, moving from completely illegal to fully formalised. A comparative institutional approach adopted in this study therefore attempts to evaluate the effects of the three property rights regimes on real estate transactions. These rights systems can be conceived as occupying specific positions on a continuum, moving from completely illegal to fully formalised. A comparative

![Fig. 1. A framework for real estate market analysis. Source: adapted from Ostrom, 2005: 829.](image-url)
assessments is clearly the best way of dealing with the vexed question of whether more formal property rights are efficacious for poverty alleviation. As Ostrom (2005) argues, without such systematic, comparative institutional assessment, recommendations on reform may be based on naïve ideas about which kinds of institutions are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and not on the analysis of performance. This is particularly important in this case where policy interventions have in the main sought to transform informal property rights into individual freehold rights.

Research instruments

The main empirical data for the study was collected from two settlements in the north-western and northern fringes of Windhoek called Goreangab and Okahandja Park respectively. A total of 440 out of the intended 600 households were successfully interviewed. Table 1 shows the numbers of households interviewed categorised by settlement and property rights type. It is estimated that the sample represented about 10% of the relevant population though this is difficult to confirm due to the lack of suitably disaggregated data. The interviews themselves were carried out with the aid of detailed questionnaires (available on request from the author).

In addition to the standard interviews as described above, a total of 14 respondents were selected for detailed unstructured interviews with a view of getting deeper insights into aspects of the market process. Six of these were from the informal category, with four from each of the group and freehold categories. To obtain a range of contextual information, these interviews were supplemented with semi-structured interviews held with key officials from the Windhoek City Council (WCC), the Namibian Housing Action Group (NHAG), and the Namibian Housing Enterprises (NHE).

The Windhoek City Council is responsible for the control and regulation of informal settlements. Further, most of these settlements are on land that legally belongs to the municipality. The Namibian Housing Action Group (NHAG) is the service NGO to the Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia (SDFN), an alliance of savings groups operating in many informal settlements in Namibia, whose principal aim is to mobilize collective savings for the purchase and group settlement of land for their members. The Namibian Housing Enterprises (NHE) is a state entity with a virtual monopoly in the provision of very low-income formal housing in Namibia. The NHE has a wide mandate and is therefore a significant player in this area. It acts as developer, provides loans for the purchase of its own developments and lets out units that have not been sold. Its pre-eminence in this market segment is such that all the formal housing in the Goreangab area has ultimately been developed by the NHE.

The study employed a qualitative methodology. The data was analysed mostly descriptively and the two hypotheses evaluated qualitatively. However, in order to test for significance of any differences between the three samples and to attribute these differences to respective property rights categories, three types of statistical tests were done for a few critical variables, namely:

- One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for the significance of differences for continuous variables between the three samples.
- Chi-square tests to test for significance of differences between categorical variables between the three samples.
- Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to control for the income differences between the samples.

Results and discussion

In line with theoretical predictions the three types of property rights regimes were expected to have differential effects in their respective domains. Respondents were asked about their ability to make a range of transactions regarding their properties. Specifically they were asked about their ability to exercise the following five rights: the right to sell, the right to lease their properties, the right to run a business from their properties, the right to bequeath their properties and the right to build permanent structures. These rights lie at the core of whether and how real estate markets could be a tool for capital accumulation, and are therefore central to this paper. The right to sell and the right to rent underpin sales and rental markets and by extension the possibility to derive gains from these markets. The right to run businesses from home allows households to leverage the location of their dwellings to augment household incomes, while the right to bequeath ensures inter-generational transfer of wealth. The latter is a powerful incentive for capital accumulation by the present generation. The right to build permanent brick housing allows households to channel their savings into a tangible asset of higher value. Permanent housing is often the most visible manifestation of household wealth.

Table 2 shows the perceptions of property rights and a composite index summarising the strengths of these perceptions. The index is calculated as the sum of percentage scores as a proportion of the total possible score (i.e. 500). A score of 1 would indicate complete ability to exercise all the normal rights of ownership. In comparative terms, the strength of property rights conforms to theoretical predictions (see index column). Thus the...
more formal the category, the stronger the overall perceptions of property rights.

Overall, the data suggest that there are weaknesses regarding the strength of property rights for the informal category and to a lesser extent the group category. For the informal category the right to sell is clearly problematic, as is the right to build permanent settlements of Windhoek. This is followed by a fear of boundary encroachment by neighbours and, for informal respondents, a fear of dispossession by other private persons. In comparative terms, the strength of perceived threat mirrors that of strength of property rights. There are less fears of boundary encroachment by group respondents than their informal counterparts, and none of dispossession. Freeholders on the other hand have no such fears. A 100% of freeholders feel totally secure in their property holdings, compared to about 71% for the group category and only 27% in the informal category.

Theory predicts that property rights will affect the ability or willingness of households to invest in their housing. Investment in housing enhances the capital value of real estate thereby increasing the potential gains from both sale and rental markets. The data shows clear and statistically significant differences in the quality of housing between the three categories, and the evidence points to differences in property rights as the main causal factor. Differences were measured in terms of the magnitude of construction cost, house size, quality of building material used, household investment plans and perceived constraints. Table 4 shows the comparative construction costs. The differences between the rights categories are statistically significant even when the income effect is taken into account (Fig. 2). If income differences are controlled for, the average building costs for the informal category rises to N$2620.44 while those of the group and freehold categories falls to N$10,183.50 and N$37,208.61 respectively (1US$ = approx. 7N$ at the date of study in April 2007).

Table 5 and Fig. 3 show that differences in average house sizes between the three categories are not statistically different. These results, though perhaps not in line with expectations, are explained by differences in the nature and degree of enforcement of property rights, as well as constraints posed by standardised house designs and lack of space. Freehold buildings must conform to municipal standards regarding maximum size, and enforcement is generally good. There is thus little room for variation in house sizes in this category, as can be seen by the relatively small standard deviation. Similarly, housing in the group category is constrained by the size of individual plots on one hand, and of the apparent need to mimic municipal building standards regarding permanent housing on the other. Respondents in the informal category have no such official restrictions, giving rise to a high standard deviation in house sizes, but the lack of space due to high densities constrains house sizes in this category.

The differences in the quality of building materials used, and by implication capital invested in the dwellings, are a lot clearer and statistically significant (Table 6 and Figs. 4 and 5). These differences are important because households have more latitude to invest in the quality of their dwellings than to increase size. Table 6 shows that informal and formal categories are at opposite ends of the scale, with the group category in the middle. The data indicates that the type of building material used is related to property rights, with proportionate more usage of permanent brick walls in the formal category. Adjusting for the income effect yields interesting results. Chi-square tests for both the lower and income groups confirm that the differences between the categories are statistically significant.

![Fig. 2. Test for significance of differences in mean building cost.](image-url)
However, the effect of income differences is best seen in the group category where the property rights regime allows both the construction of sheet metal and brick housing. At lower income levels, a higher proportion of respondents have sheet metal housing, a picture which is reversed in the higher income group. Figs. 4 and 5 suggest that that within the overall constraints provided by the system of property rights, income differences account for much of the observed differences in housing investment.

An assessment of the respondents’ future plans regarding their properties was made. The intentions were two-fold: firstly to establish the nature and likelihood of future transactions as well as household investment plans and, secondly, to determine whether or not property rights were a factor in these plans. The time horizon selected was two years. The data in Table 7 shows that by far the most common intention is the physical extension or development of their houses. Households clearly want to invest in their dwellings. The main constraints, as Table 8 shows, depend to some extent on the property rights regime. Respondents in the informal group point to a lack of rights and space as the main reasons. The municipality would almost certainly notice and demolish any brick house in the informal settlement, while the huge densities make physical expansion of individual dwellings difficult. A lack of finance on the other hand is cited as the chief hindrance in the group category. Brick housing is permitted in group settlements, but requires some kind of financing for it to become reality. Finally, respondents in the freehold category cite both a lack of space and finance as principle drawbacks to house investment. The lack of space is easily explained by the fact that these households are restricted to a maximum plot size of 150 m², leaving hardly any room for expansion. All in all therefore, appropriate property rights and financing appear to be the key factors if households have to realise their future plans.

The potential for capital accumulation in real estate markets depends on at least three key variables, the cost of property acquisition or construction, market prices of those properties and the existence of a market in which ‘trading-up’ can take place. The magnitudes of market prices and construction/acquisition costs, and their relative differences, lie at the core of whether real estate markets could be leveraged for capital accumulation. For real estate to make a difference in household poverty levels there is a requirement that sums of money changing hands, whether in the sale or rental markets be significant (or non-trivial) relative to average income levels A profitable property development market for its part requires that land and building costs be (significantly) lower than market prices.

On the surface the data shows significant differences between average estimated market prices and acquisition costs across the three categories. The latter consists of plot purchase costs (Table 9), building costs (Table 4), and, for the freehold category house, cost of purchasing complete dwellings. Average building costs (which in the absence of active markets provides the only basis for pricing, and therefore a good proxy for market value) for informal, group and freehold respondents are about N$2500, N$10,400 and N$38,500 respectively. The addition of plot acquisition and building costs give total average acquisition costs of about N$2700 for the informal category, N$14,900 for the group category and N$56,250 for the (minority of) freeholders who purchased plots and built their own housing. The average purchase price of a fully complete freehold housing is about N$51,000. The differences in plot acquisition costs between the rights categories are statistically significant, even when income differences are controlled for (Fig. 6).

The study was interested in comparing the costs of property acquisition with the likely proceeds arising from the disposal of properties on the ‘open’ market. The aim here was to assess the likely magnitudes of capital gains from market sales. Table 10 shows estimated property sale prices, as perceived by respondents. As Fig. 7 shows the differences between the rights categories are statistically significant.

Average estimated market prices are therefore about 2.3 and 1.6 times higher than acquisition costs for informal and group dwellings respectively. Average market prices for freehold property are about 1.3 times higher than average building costs and 1.5 times higher than average purchase prices. There is therefore, prima facie, potential for capital gains in the development market for all three categories. The picture in reality is a lot more complicated however. Firstly, the figures for construction costs are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Test for significance of differences in house size: income effect.
historical while estimates of market prices are based mostly on current construction costs. The lack of concurrency in time periods means that the potential for capital gains may be overstated. Secondly, the underlying value of the land is not reflected in many cases, especially in informal areas. Were underlying land value to be included, estimated market prices may well be higher, though any increases would have to be set off against increased land acquisition costs.

These complications make it difficult to make definite conclusions one way or the other about the potential for capital gains from trade in real estate. What is clearer however is the monetary value of capital tied in the real estate holdings of respondents. The
estimated average selling prices costs are N$6200, N$25,000 and N$76,000 for informal, group and freehold dwellings respectively. These figures give a sense of the order of magnitudes at the lower end of residential property market. Further they show the real and statistically significant differences between these three categories and demonstrate that movement from one level to a higher one represent a big step on the property ladder. In fact the ability of real estate markets to bring about capital accumulation would be evidenced by such movement.

This brings us to the third and last key variable necessary for the leveraging of real estate markets for capital accumulation, that of the existence and frequency of trading opportunities. In the absence of official transaction data (impossible in the case of the informal and group categories and unavailable for the freehold category) the study employed indirect methods. A sense of the state of market activity in the 5 years immediately prior to the study was built by combining responses from a number of questions but principally knowledge of local sales by respondents. Bearing the relatively high densities, lack of boundary walls and close proximities between the dwellings this approach was expected to have high validity. The study has shown that there is very little secondary market activity for all three rights categories in the study area (Table 11). The data shows that over 90% of respondents in the informal category have no knowledge of any sale transaction. The respective figures for group and informal categories are 97.5% and 77.8%. The finding of limited transaction activity is consistent with results obtained elsewhere (see for instance Gilbert, 2002; Home & Lim, 2004; Ward et al., 2004). It would appear therefore that the opportunities to derive benefits from trade and expanded markets are limited in the case of Windhoek’s settlements. Note however that in comparative terms there is some indication that the market for freehold rights is more active. Thus 20% of the respondents in this category are aware of at least one sale, compared to about 5% for the informal category and 1% for the group category.

Having concluded the analysis of the empirical data, it is now appropriate to evaluate the working hypotheses. It must be emphasised from the outset, and will be apparent from the analysis above, that this is a qualitative study. The data is not in a format as to yield statistical results with which to perform formal quantitative hypothesis tests. The hypotheses themselves are not framed in vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals

![Graph showing test for significance of differences in mean plot cost: income effect.](image)

### Table 7
**Future plans for property.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of property rights</th>
<th>No specific plan</th>
<th>Sell property</th>
<th>Lease property</th>
<th>Extend property</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Count 22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 13.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Count 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 2.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>Count 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 0.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count 26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 6.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8
**Constraints to future plans.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of property rights</th>
<th>Constraints to future plans</th>
<th>No. of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Count 0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within 0.0</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Count 0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within 0.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>Count 0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within 0.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count 0</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% All 0.0</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9
**Cost of plot in N$.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of rights</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Number of observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>160.71</td>
<td>531.75</td>
<td>3500.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3500.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>4449.03</td>
<td>2478.13</td>
<td>12000.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12000.00</td>
<td>5427.00</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>17750.00</td>
<td>11087.46</td>
<td>35000.00</td>
<td>6000.00</td>
<td>29000.00</td>
<td>15000.00</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These included the absolute and relative magnitudes of capital investments in dwellings and capital values. The potential for capital accumulation was measured by such variables as differences between capital values and construction costs, market transaction activity, as well as differences between capital values between the rights categories.

Results of the analysis show that on many counts real estate is indeed a significant asset held by the poor. Average construction costs and capital values are a significant proportion of average household incomes. The results show that there are considerable differences between average capital values and average construction costs. Perhaps more significantly from a capital accumulation point of view, there are significant differences between the average capital values between the rights categories. Regarding market activity, the results show that there is very limited secondary sale activity.

It is important to note that thin markets notwithstanding, the study shows that in terms of the magnitudes involved, the possibilities for capital gains are good. This is not only as a result of short run differences between cost of acquisition and sale values but long term capital appreciation arising from free or low cost initial land occupation, followed by land valorisation due to population increase, better property rights and infrastructure development. Further, the clear differences in average costs/values between the categories as well as the significant overlap between categories show that trading-up is possible. Overall the results therefore partially confirm the first hypothesis.

The second working hypothesis was that systems of property rights affect incentives for investment in real estate, thus ultimately determining whether real estate markets may be efficacious for capital accumulation. Establishing the incentive effects of property rights required comparisons of perceptions of strengths of rights and of financial investment in dwellings. The results show that property rights do matter and that there are significant differences between the rights categories on the perceived strength of their respective rights. The most obvious difference between the three categories of property rights is in the quality of dwellings, reflecting differences in the amount of investment. It is quite clear that property rights matter in this regard, with the degree of formality associated with better quality housing. It must be stressed that property rights should not be seen as causing these differences completely autonomously. Other factors, such as income levels and access to finance, are important as well. However, what this case demonstrates is the power of the system of property rights to create a permissible environment in which households can invest. This is perhaps best illustrated in the group category, where the right to build permanent housing, combined with access to microfinance, allows a significant proportion of households to transform their gradual savings into substantial, good quality homes. The system of property rights therefore directly affects the ability of households to accumulate capital.

The study has shown that there are some weaknesses in the quality of property rights in all categories. The informal category has, as expected, the most problems in this regard, followed by the group category. It is significant, for policy making purposes, to note that for both these categories it is the municipality, rather than private individuals, which is perceived to be the single most significant source of threat to the security of their rights. For the group category there is also confusion about whether holders of group rights can sell those rights.

As a final observation, it must be noted that while property rights matter and informal households clearly want better rights, movements up the ladder is neither automatic nor assured. Acquisition of group rights is dependent on an ability to save regularly, which may require regular income. This may be difficult for the unemployed. However evidence, from the success of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh and this study, has shown that the poor, suitably mobilised, are able to save irrespective of their employment status. The bigger hurdle is the acquisition of freehold rights. This requires formal regular employment as collateral. This automatically rules out a big proportion of households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10</th>
<th>Estimated property sale price in N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of rights</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>6261.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>24,714.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>75,757.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type: LS Means

Current effect: F(2, 242)=136.14, p=<0.01 Kruskal-Wallis p<0.01

Effective hypothesis decomposition

Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals

Fig. 7. Test for significance of differences in expected sale price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11</th>
<th>Knowledge of local sale activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of property rights</td>
<td>Knowledge of local sale activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Within type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Concluding comments

This paper presented results of case study research which investigated, firstly, whether real estate markets in Namibia's low income urban settlements could be an efficacious tool for poverty alleviation and, secondly, whether specific forms of property rights matter in this regard. The study has shown that a lack of secondary market activity severely limits the potential for capital gains from sale markets. This has negative implications on the ability of these markets to support trading-up, therefore inhibiting the movement of households up the property ladder. The study has however shown that there is good potential that real estate markets could be efficacious in capital accumulation. The challenge appears to lie in devising ways of priming these markets, and in the creation of appropriate institutional arrangements to support decentralised impersonal markets which allow households to invest in their dwellings. The study has demonstrated that freehold rights are associated with greater market activity but that these are inaccessible to many because of cost. Informal rights on the other hand are widely accessible to the poor but they prevent investment in housing and are associated with perceptions of insecurity. Appropriate institutional arrangements to help the poor leverage real estate markets would have to facilitate the priming of these markets allow impersonal decentralised markets to develop, and permit investment in permanent durable housing. This will require new institutional arrangements, based on the strengths of freehold rights but retaining the accessibility and flexibility advantages of informal rights. A system of group rights provides an ideal reference frame for such institutional arrangements. This study has therefore demonstrated the empirical case for innovations like the proposed flexible land tenure system which seek to introduce such types of property rights.
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